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!ffDutca ofthe meetlng ofthc Statrdlng Llnkage Commlttee (Loag-Terml for Power Sector on O3.O1.2O24 [SLC

lLTlt 120241

Agenda Itcm IIo. 1: Confirmatlon ofthe Minutes of the Meetiug of the SLC (LTl held o! L9.O9.2O23.

Record of Discussions: There were no comments from any of the members.

Recornmendations: Minutes of the Meeting of the SLC (LT) held on 19.09.2023 are confirmed.

Agenda Iterr lto. 2: Enhancement ln Anrual Contracted Quantlty (ACQI of coastal power plants:

The Annual Contracted Quantity (ACQ) of power plants was increased upto 100% of the normative requirement, in

the cases where ttre ACQ was reduced to 90yo of normative requirement (non-coastal) or where the ACQ was reduced

to 7Oo/o of normative requirement (coastal power plants). The decision to increase the ACQ upto 1OO 7o of the

normative requirement for the coasta-l power plants was taken in the meeting of the SLC (LT) held ort O4.O2.2O21.

SLC (LT) had also recommended that such coastal power plants whose ACQ is increased to 100 70 would have to

sign FSA with the coal companies within 3 months from the date of issue of the SLC (LT) recommendations. In

addition, in the case of coastal power plants having edsting lrng-Term PPAs under Section 63 of the Electricity Act,

Ministry of Power shall work out a methodolory to ensure that the benefits accrued to the power plants as a result

of increase in ACQ are passed on to the consumers.

The recommendation of SLC (LT) for increasing the ACQ up to 100 7o of the normative requirement for the coastal

power plants where ACQ was restricted to 70 %o of the normative requirement has not been implemented by Coal
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IndiaLimitedinthecaseofSection63PPA(s)forwantofth
recommendation of the SLC (LT). While increasing the ACQ of the coastal power plants, SLC (LT) had also
recommended for signing of FSAs with the coal companies within 3 months from the date of issue of the SLC (LT)

recommendations. The recommendations of the SLC (LT) after the approval were issued on 01.03.202 1. Therefore,
the timeline of 3 months for signing of FSA has already lapsed.

Ministry of Power vide o.M dated 12.05. 2023 had recommended a methodologz for the Section 63 ppAs of sembcorp
Enerry India Limited (SEIL) [a coastal power plant] to ensure that the benefits due to change in ACe from ZO o/o to
100 %o are passed on to the consumers.

The methodologr recommended by Ministry of Power was discussed in the meeting of the SLC (LT) held on
16.06.2023. During the meeting, SLC (LT) had recommended that Ministry of Power may take a final view on the
methodologr recommended by it for the case of coastal power plants having existing Long-Term ppAs under Section
63 of the Electricity Act.

Thereafter, Ministry of Power vide O.M dated 16.08.2023 had stated that Ministry of Coal may forthwith consider
the request of SEIL for enhancement of ACQ to 100 %o for the two power plants of SEIL against its two ppAs with
Telangana Discom (570 Mw) and AP Discom (625 MW) under DBFOO as pass through of benefits is implicit in the
trvo PPAs of SEIL and no specific methodologr is required in these cases. The matter was taken up in the meeting of
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the SLC (LT) held on 79.09.2023 a]1d SLC (LT) had recommended that Ministry of Power / CEA may examine on

whether the DBFOO PPAs of SEIL have a mechalism of pass through of the entire benefits accrued / accruing on

account of the usage of 10O 7o domestic coal, so as to ensure that the entire benefits accrued to the Power Plants as

a result of increase in ACQ is passed on to the discoms / consumers.

In reference to the recommendations of the SLC (LT) in its meeting held, on L9.O9.2Q23, Ministry of Power vide O. M

dated,77 .!1.2023 has forwarded the comments received from CEA in the matter and has requested to take necessarJr

action. CEA has stated that the logical and feasible option is to assess in alry direct increase or decrease in the cost

due to change in external environment, without trying to hypothesize factors that might have been considered while

bidding and the impact of variable charges may be estimated based on express provisions of PPA. CEA while

explaining the provisions of the PPA has stated that pass through of benelits is implicit in DBFOO PPAS of SEII, and

no specific metJ:odolory is required to ensure that the benefits accrued to the power plants as a result of increase in

ACQ are passed on to the consumers.

Record of Dlscusslon: CEA made a presentation to the members of the SLC (LT) to explain the provisions of the

SEIL DBFOO PPAs. CEA informed that SEIL has two PPAS on DBFOO basis (PPT attached). One of the PPA is for

SEIL Plant Pl of capacity of 570 MW with Telengana Discoms, which is expiring on 31.O3.2024 and the other PPA

is for SEIL Plant P2 of 625 MW signed with AP State Discoms, which is expiring on 31.12.2033. CEA stated tfiat the

two PPAs of SEIL are not identical. It was further stated that in the case of Telengala Discoms PPA, non-availability
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due to shortage of concessiona-l fuel may be met through imported fuel based on landecl cost and the mechanism for
pass through of imported coal has been specified in the provisions ofthe PPA. In case the generation from additional
fuel arrangement is not agreed by the utility, the non-availability arising would be deemed to be availabilit5r to the
extent of 70 7o non - availability for computation of fixed charges.

However, in the case of PPA with AP Discoms, for the non-availability due to shortage of concessional fuel, the
supplier shall offer to generate from additional fuel arrangement at the same rates as for concessional fuel. If the
supplier does not offer as above, the fixed charges will be proportionately reduced to the extent ofthe non-availability.
The supplier in such case will be free to sell the power from such non utilized capacity to other buyers without any
obligation to share the revenue received from sale of such capacity, urith the utility. CEA further explained that in
the case of PPA with AP Discom, since the domestic coal linkage was available only upto 70 o/o of the ppA capacity,
then the supplier had the following options on provisions of ppA with Ap Discoms:

i. To have availability less than normative one witJ: allotted concessional fuel and thus get reduced fixed charge
from Discoms on account of less availability.

ii. To have normative availability with allotted concessional fuel coupled with coal from costly sources including
imported coal and thus get agreed fuIl fixed charge and to bear the losses on account of energr charge.

iii. To arrange coal from other sources including imported coal but not to offer additional availability (beyond 70
o/o) to AP Discom for SEIL P2 and sell the porver to third parties without explicit permission from AP Discoms.
In this case, generator does not recover full fixed charge, but earns through sale to third part)'.
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CEA also stated that even though SEIL Pl & P2 are ofthe same capacitJr, vintage and location, holtr'ever, the quoted

fixed charges in the Telangana PPA is Rs. 2.64 / KWln, rvhereas, in the case ofAP PPA, it is Rs. 1.62 / KWh. The

rates of coal admissible for additional fuels arranged by SEIL in the AP PPA is rate as of concessional fuel and SEIL

is free to sel1 the pou'er generated from additional fuel including imports to other buyers without any explicit

permission from AP Discom and also without any obligation to share the revenue received from sale of such capaciQr.

Thus, the assumption that SEIL would have adjusted the fxed charges in the case of AP PPA while quoting for the

PPA bids being aware that 30 % of the coal would have to be procured from the market may not be correct as the

fixed charges in the case of APP PPA is signilicantly less as compared to that in Telangana PPA ald there is no

binding restriction on SEIL to sell power from additiona-l fuel [other than concessional fuel] to AP Discoms. It was

also highlighted that Ministry of Coal vide letter no. 23?ll179 /2OL4-CPD/CLD dated lStt May 2018 had issued

"Methodologr for Linkage Rationalization for Independent Power Producer (IPPs)" and in the methodologr, a formula

has been prescribed for passing on the beneflts of cost savings on account of linkage rationalization to the procurers

of power. The pass through mechaaism prescribed in the above methodologz only mandates adjustment of variable

charges (fuel charges and transportation charges) and no adjustment for any direct/indirect benefit on account of

fixed charges had been prescribed. CEA further stated that impact of increase in ACQ may be estimated based on

the provisions of the PPA, rather than hypothesizing and that the pass through of benefits is implicit in the two

DBFOO PPAs of SEIL and no specilic methodologr is required. CEA also stated that PPAS of SEIL are based on tariff
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based competitive bidding and bidder considers many factors, including coal allocation amongst others while

submitting bids and therefore, any presumed benelit to SEIL may not be there in the case of AP Discom PPA.

Coal India Limited stated that the matter related to PPAs are within the domain of Ministry of Power / CEA and

Ministry of Power / CEA are the appropriate authorities to decide on the provisions of the PPA. Coal India Limited

furt-her stated that in the methodologr dated 15.05.2018 of Ministry of CoaI for rational2ation of coal linkages of
IPPs, the IPPs are required to get a supplementary agreement approved by the appropriate Electricity Regulatory

Commission in order to ensure ttre cost savings as a result of reduction in the landed cost of coal are being passed

on to the Discoms / buyers. Coal India Limited suggested that a similar supplementary agreement having the

approval of Regulatory Commission may be considered, by Ministry of Power / CEA, to be obtained in such tJrye of
cases as of SEIL.

In this regard, CEA stated that in the methodolory dated 15.05.2018 of Ministry of Coal for rationalization of coal

linkages of IPPs, a separate formula was given for pass through of benefits to consumers, which was not part of
original PPAs, and accordingly, appropriate Electricity Regulatory Commissions were required to approve the

supplementary agreement. In the present case, there is no separate formula required for pass through of benefits to
beneficiaries. Accordingly, there is no need for signing of supplementarJr agreement.
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SCCL tvas of tt e tie* lhat any implicit provisions of the PPA is subject to several interpretations and therefore, a

specilic methodolory may be given by Ministry of Power as per the recommendation of the SLC (LT) in its meeting

held on 04.02.2021, so that the implicit provisions are clearly spelt out.

Ministry of Power stated that the question involved is horv the fixed cost benefit has to be passed on in case of

increase in concessional fuel and the same has been elaborated by CEA that the two DBFOO PPAs of SEIL already

has a mechanism of pass through of benefits inbuilt in the provisions of the PPA and a separate methodolory is not

required in these cases. Ministry of Power also stated that insisting for a supplementary PPA ageement as suggested

by Coal India Limited may not be required considering the provisions of the existing PPA.

It was discussed that in case a decision is taken to increase the ACQ of SEIL, then whether additional FSA is to be

signed in the case of Telangana PPA as the PPA is getting expired on 3L.O3.2O24. SLC (LT) agreed that the

recommendation has to be on principle, which may be applicable on both the PPAs of SEIL.

It was also discussed that SLC (LT) does not possess the requisite expertise to veri$ whether the bene{its accruing

on account of increase in ACQ are passed on to the Discoms / buyers. On this, it was stated by CEA/Ministry of

Power that presently the appropriate Regulators are already authorized under Section 86 (b) of the Electricity Act

2003 to regulate electricity purchase and procurement process of distribution licensees including the Price at which

electricity shall be procured from the generating companies or licensees or from other sources through agreements
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for purchase of power for distribution and supply within the State. Accordingly, the appropriate Regulato.s, while
fixing the retail tariff for consumers, also consider procurement cost of electricity from a-11 generators including SEIL,

including benefits on account of additional domestic coal allocation to SEIL.

NITI Aayog recommended for increase in the ACQ of SEIL. It u,as also stated that SLC (LT) in its meeting held on

O4.O2.2O21 had also recommended that the coastal power plants whose ACQ is increased to 100 7o would have to

sign FSA with the coal companies within 3 months from the date of issue of the SLC (LT) recommendations. The

recommendations of the SLC (LT) after the approval were issued on 01.03.2021 and the timeline of 3 months for
signing of FSA has already passed. It was enquired by NITI Aayog on whether SLC (LT) would condone the delay in
signing of FSA. SLC (LT) suggested that delay in signing of FSA may be condoned and a further timeline may be

given to SEIL for signing of FSA.

Recommendation: Considering the views of Ministry of Power / CEA that the mechanism of pass through of benefits
as a result of increase in ACQ is already inbuilt in the provisions of the PPAs of SEIL and that no sepa.rate

methodologr is required, SLC (LT) recommended for increase in ACQ upto 1OO %o of the normative requirement for
the tr,r'o plants of SEIL lPl (2 x 660 MW) and P2 12 x 660 MW)]. SLC (LT) atso condoned the delay in signing of FSA

and recommended signing of additional FSA by SEIL with the coal companies within 3 months from the date of issue

of the SLC (LT) recommendations or validity of PPA, u,hichever is earlier.
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Additional Agenda ltems

edditional egenda Item No. l: Lorg-Term coal llnkage for NTPC Telangaaa Stage - II' 3 x 8OO MW Thermal

Potrer Station:

Ministry of Power vide O.M dated O2.O1.2O24 has recommended for grant of Long-Term coal linkage to NTPC

Telangana Stage - II, 3 x 8OO MW Thermal Power Station under Para B (i) of SHAKTI Policy, with consideration of

source allocation from nearest CoaI India Limited / SCCL source to ensure the availability of electricity at art

optimum cost for t-tre benefit of the public. Ministry of Power has informed that NTPC has planned to install 3 x 800

MW units at Telangana Thermal Power Project as Stage - II and the same has been included by CEA as candidate

plant in the proposed additional capacity requirement by the year 2O3l - 32.

aaaiUonat agemaa Item l{o, 2! Long-Term coal linkage for NTPC l{ablnagar Stage -II' 3 x 8(X) MW Thermal

Power Statlotr:

Ministry of Power vide O.M dated O2.O1.2O24 has recommended for grant of Long-Term coal linkage to NTPC

Nabinagar Stage - II, 3 x 8OO MW Thermal Power Station under Para B (i) of SHAKTI Policy, with consideration of

source allocation from nearest Coal India Limited / SCCL source to ensure the availability of electricity at an

optimum cost for the benefit ofthe public. Ministry of Power has informed that NTPC has planned to install 3 x 800

MW units at Nabinagar Thermal Power Station as Stage - II and the same has been included by CEA as candidate

plant in the proposed additional capacity requirement by the year 2O3l - 32.
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Additional Agende Item IIo. 3: Long-Term coal llnkage for IITPC Gadarwara Stagc - u, 2 x 8OO Mw Thermal
Power Statlon:

Ministry of Power vide O.M dated O2.O1.2O24 has recommended for grant of Long-Term coal linkage to NTPC

Gadarwara Stage -II, 2 x 800 MW Thermal Power Station under Para B (i) of SHAKTI Policy, with consideration of
source allocation from nearest Coal India Limited / SCCL source to ensure the availability of electricity at an

optimum cost for the benefit of the public. Ministry of Power has informed that NTPC have planned to instalt 2 x 80O

MW units at Gadarwara Thermal Power Station as Stage - II and the same has been included by CEA as candidate
plant in ttre proposed additional capacity requirement by the year 2O3l - 32.

Addltlonal Agenda lterr No. 4: Long-Term coal linkage for Patratu Vldlrut Utpadan Nlgam Limited (Jv ofNTFCl
Patratu Stage - ll, 2 x 8OO MW Thermal Powcr Station:
Ministry of Power vide O.M dated O2.Ol .2024 }:as recommended for grant of Long-Term coal linkage to Patratu Vidyut
Utpadan Nigam Limited [a JV between NTPC Limited and Jharkhand Bijli Vitran Nigam Limited] Patratu - Stage -

U, 2 x 8OO MW Thermal Power Station under Para B (i) of SHAKTI Policy, with consideration of source allocation

from nearest Coal India Limited / SCCL source to ensure the availability of electricity at an optimum cost for the
benefit of the public. Ministry of Power has informed that PVUNL / NTPC has planned to install 2 x 800 MW units
at Patratu Thermal Power Station as Stage - II and the same has been included by CEA as candidate plant in the
proposed additional capacity requirement by the year 2O3l - 32.
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Additional Agenda Item No. 5: Long-Term coal linkage for MUNPL (JV of ltTPCl, Obra - D' 2 x 8OO MW Thermal

Power Statlon:

Ministry of Power vide O.M dated Q2-O1.2O24 has recommended for grant of Long-Term coal linkage to MUNPL [a JV

between NTPC and Government of Uttar Pradesh), Obra - D, 2 x 800 MW Thermal Power Station under Para B (i) of

SHAKTI Policy, with consideration of source allocation from nearest Coal India Limited / SCCL source to ensure the

availability of electricity at an optimum cost for the benefit of ttre public. Ministry of Power has informed that MUNPL

/ NTPC has planned to install 2 x 800 MW units at Obra Thermal Power Station as Obra - D and the sarne has been

included by CEA as candidate plant in the proposed additional capacity requirement by the year 2O3l - 32.

Addtttoral Agcnda ltem No. 6: Long-Term coal lturkage for MUIIPL (JV of ltTPCl, AnPara - E' 2 x 8OO Mw

Thernal Porrcr Statlon:

Ministry of Power vide O.M dated O2.Ql -2024 has recommended for grant of Long-Term coal linkage to MUNPL [a JV

between NTPC and covernment of Uttar Pradesh) Anpara - E, 2 x 800 MW Thermal Power Station under Para B (i)

of SHAKTI Policy, with consideration of source allocation from nearest CoaI India Limited / SCCL source to ensure

the availability of electricity at an optimum cost for the benefit of the public. Ministry of Power has informed that

MUNPL / NTPC has planned to insta-ll 2 x 800 MW units at Anpara Thermal Power Station as Anpara - E and the

same has been included by CEA as candidate plalt in the proposed additional capacity requirement by the year

2031 - s2.
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Record of Dbcussiors [Additlonal Agenda ItGm Noa. I to 6 were taker up for dlscussion togethcr belng slmllar
ia naturel: Project Proponent (NTPC) informed that the following projects have been planned by it as expansion /
brownfield projects (i) NTPC Telangana Stage - II, 3 x 800 MW Thermal Power Station; (ii) NTPC Nabinagar Stage -

II, 3 x 80O MW Thermal Power Station; (iii) NTPC Gadarwara Stage lI, 2 x 8O0 MW Thermal Power Station; (iv)

Patratu Vidyut Utpadan Nigam Limited [a JV between NTPC Limited and Jharkhand Bljli Vitran Nigam Limited]
Patratu - Stage - U, 2 x 8O0 MW Thermal Power Station; (v) MUNPL [a JV between NTPC and Government of Uttar
Pradesh), Obra - D, 2 x 800 MW Thermal Power Station; (vi) MUNPL [a JV between NTPC and Government of Uttar
Pradesh) Anpara - E, 2 x 800 MW Thermal Power Station and requested for fresh coal linkage from nearest Coal

India Limited / SCCL source to ensure availability of electricity at an optimum cost. NTPC confirmed that none of
the aforesaid power plants are linked to arry captive coal block (s).

Ministry of Power stated that the aforesaid power plants of NTPC / JV of NTPC have been included by CEA as

candidate Plant in the proposed additional capaclty requirement by the year 2O3l - 32 and recommended for grant
of coal linkage Lrnder Para B (i) of SHAKTI Poliry to these power plants. NITI Aayog also recommended for grant of
fresh coal linkage.

CEA stated that candidate plants are the new capacity addition power plants to meet the power requirement of the
country. CEA further recommended for grant of coal linkage to the proposed units of NTPC / Jvs of NTPC.
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SCCL stated that it can offer coal to NTPC Telalgana Stage - II, 3 x 800 MW Thermal Power Station from its sources

which may include cost plus sources as we1l.

Coal India Limited stated that it can offer coal to the remaining of tJ:re power plants of NTPC / Jvs of NTPC from its

sources. Coal India Limited suggested that while preparing the detailed DPR, NTPC may consider creating MGR /
captive mode of transportation for better coal evacuation.

Recornrnendations: In view of the recommendations of Ministry of Power, SLC (LT) recommended for grant of coal

linkage to NTPC Telangana Stage - II, 3 x 800 MW Thermal Power Station under Para B (i) of SHAKTI Policy from

SCCL. Further, in view of t-tre recommendations of Ministry of Power, SLC (LTl also recommended for grant of coal

linkage to (i) NTPC Nabinagar Stage - II, 3 x 800 MW Thermal Power Station; (ii) NTPC Gadarwara Stage -II, 2 x 80O

MW Thermal Power Station; (iii) Patratu Vidyut Utpadan Nigam Limited [a JV between NTPC Limited and Jharkhand

Bijli Vitran Nigam Limitedl Patratu - Stage - II, 2 x 800 MW Thermal Power Station; (iv) MUNPL [a JV between NTPC

and Government of Uttar Pradesh), Obra - D, 2 x 800 MW Thermal Power Station; (v) MUNPL [a JV between NTPC

and Government of Uttar Pradesh) Anpara - E, 2 x 800 MW Thermal Power Station; under Para B (i) of SHAKTI Policy

from Coal India Limited.
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SLC (LT) also suggested that during the allocation of coal linkage from SCCL / subsidiaries of CoaI India Limited,

SCCL / Coat India Limited may have consultations with Ministry of Ports, Shipping & Waterways and Ministry of
Railways so that the linkages are allocated from sources based on coal availability and transportability.
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Annexure

List of ParticiPants

Ministry of Coal

1. Ms Vismita Tej, Additional Secretaqz [ln the Chair]

2. Shri Sanjeev Kumar Kassi, Joint Secretary (CPD)

3. Shri Anandji Prasad, Advisor (Projects)

4. Shri Sudarshan Bhagat, Deputy Secretary (CPD)

5. Shri Sujeet Kumar, Under Secretary

Ministry of Power

1. Shri Piyush Singh, Joint Secretary

Ministry of Railways

1. Shri Avinash Kumar Mishra, Executive Director (Coal)

NITI Aayog

1. Shri Jawahar Lal, Deputy Chief Engineer (Enerry)

Central Electricity Authority

1. Shri M.P. Singh, Chief Engineer
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2. Shri Goutam Ghosh, Chief Engineer

3. Shri Kumar Saurabh, Director

4. Shri Subhro Paul, Director

5. Shri Ankit Goyal, Assistant Director

Coal India Limited

1. Shri Mukesh Choudhary, Director (Marketing)

2. Shri Sandeep Garg, Manager (Finance)

Mahanadi Coalfields Limited

1. Shri T.S. Behera, General Manager (M&S)

Northern Coalfields Limited

1. Shri D.K. Maitin, General Manager (M&S)

South Eastern Collieries Limited

1. Shri C.B. Singh, General Manager (M&S)

Bharat Coking Coal Limited

1. Shri R.K. Sahay, Director (Finance)
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2. Shri Hitesh Varma, General Manager (M&S)

Central Coalfields Limited

1. Shri Nishant Kumar Virmani, Manager (M&S)

Singareni Collieries Company Limited

1. Shri J. Allwyn, Executive Director - through VC

NTPC Limited

1. Shri Pradipta Kumar Mishra, ED

2. Shri Sachin Agarwal, AGM

3. Shri Yoosuf Ameen, Senior Manager
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"Enhancement inAnnual ContractCapacity(AcQ) to 100% of

coastal plants"

CENTRAL ELECTRICITY AUTHORITY
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t> LC recommendation

,/ Dated 12.11 .2008
r Coastal Plants have to import 30% coal of their requirementr Rest 70% is Domestic coal

,/ Dated 4th Februa ry 2021
r To increase ACQ to 100% which earlier restricted lo 70%
r MoP will workout a methodology to pass-on the benefits

,/ Impact of enhanced ACQ examined for two PPAs
r 570 MW- LTPPA for 8 years - Telangana Discom (P1-Plant)
r 625 MW- LTPPA for 12 years- AP Discom (P2-Plant)



Meeting held on 08.08.2023 with Andhra Pradesh and Telengana
Representatives of both Discoms and Trancos confirmed

. This ACQ enhancement is beneficial to them

. Both PPAs has appropriate provision to pass on the benefits

CEAs recommended that PPA has in built pass-on mechanism of
benefits of enhanced ACQ

. No-separate mechanism is required

SLC meeting dated 19.09.2023 CIL observed
. Generator may have adjusted its ROE/ROI while quoting for

the PPA bids
Enhancement of ACQ to 100% may lead to gain to the

3enerator
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PPA's Overview

570 MW DBFOO PSA with Telangana- Pl Plant./ Provides for separate fuel cost (energy-charge) for both
concessional coal and imported coal

r' Provide for use of alternate/imported fuel. Requires permission of beneficiary. lf permission Granted- Pass through mechanism for
lmported fuel cost (21.5.7 B). lf permission denied - non availability arising would be
deemed to be availability to the extent of 70o/o non-
availability for computation of fixed charges (22.10.2)



625 MW DBFOO LT PSA with Andhra Pradesh- P2 Plant
,/ Tariff mentioned in the PPA based on concessional fuel
/ Provide for use of alternate/imported fuel

. Requires permission of beneficiary

. Permission Granted- The cost of additional fuel is same
as concessional fuel for energy charges (22.9,22.10)

. Permission denied-
1. The Fixed charges will be proportionally reduced
2. The supplier will be free to sell the power from

such non utilized capacity without any obligation
to share the revenue (22.9.1,22.9.2)

1_*,'tis ,ra



CEA Gomments

. To arrange coal from other source including imported coal but not to offer
additional availability (beyond 7O%) to AP Discoms for SEIL P-ll and sell the power to
third parties without explicit permission from AP Discoms. ln this case, generator
does not recover full fixed charge as in (i), but earns through sell to third party.



GEA Gomments
ln competitive bidding process Bidder considers many factors
while submitting its bids

Both PPA Price is discovered through competitive bidding.
, Fixed Price for Telangana Discom PPA- Rs. 2.64 kWh
. Fixed Price forAP Discoms PPA- Rs. 1.62 kwh

F "Methodology for Linkage Rationalization for lndependent Power

Producer (lPPs)"
,/ Only variable cost has been pass through
/ No impact on Fixed cost



Thank You


